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Speaker speaking: 

Committee, I’m sorry to say this is our recess period all our parliamentarians are 

everywhere in the Maldives. They are having their campaigns so they are very busy. 

What I feel like if you are requesting I hope some of the members are joining with us. 

It’s a good thing. And I know this is a serious things then I get the call from MMA to 

have at least some discussion with honorable peoples. I feel like, I have also cancelled 

my one of the campaign meeting this morning and I am here. It’s not the issue that I just 

wanted to hear something. One more time I have to say thank you very much to be in 

here and been with us. And we have some of the members like two members we are 

having with us. I think it’s not the time I have to talk. We want to hear listen from you 

is to, excuse me.  

 

  ރިޔާސަތުން ވާހަކަދެއްކެވުން:

ނޑުމެންނާއަޅުގަނޑުމެން އަސްލުގއަި  މަ އެމް.އެމް.އޭއަށް މި ބުނީ ތިކޮޅުން ގުޅާފައި  އެމީހުންނއާި އަޅުގަ

ދެން އެއްޗެއް ހީނުކުރައްވާތި ހގުެ ރިސެސްގައި އޮތީ އިނގޭތޯ. މަޖިލީ އްދަލު މި ކޮށްލަނީފުރުޞަތގުއަި ބަ 

ނޑުމެން އިގެނވްީ. ނގްެ ކެމްޕޭނގުއަި ތަންތަނަށް ވަޑަ ން އެ ބޭބޭފުޅުބޭފުޅު ގިނަ  ކޮމިޓގީެގެ ގަނޑުމެން ޅުއަ ދެން އަޅުގަ

 ކޮމިޓީއަށް ވަޑައގިެން މި ތއިްބެވީ. ދެން އަޅުގަނޑުމެން ކޮމިޓީ  ޒއީާއި ޢަޠާރިޤާ ދަންނަވާލުމަކަށް ދަންނަވާލި

ތިބޭފުޅުން ކުރިން  ބހެގޭޮތުން ބިލާ ގންއަޅުގަނޑުމެން ބޭނުނވްަނީ މަނީ ލޯންޑްރި ނީ ނުރަސްމީ ގޮތެއްގައި.ގެންދާ

ނޑު ޤަޞްދު . ބއަްދަލުކޮށްފަނާ އެކީ ންވެސް އޮތީ އަޅުގަނޑުމެ ފށެޭ ހަމަ ކޮށގްެން މި ހުންނަނީ މަޖިލިސް ދެން އަޅުގަ

ލުމށަް. ބާރަށް ގެނގްޮސް ނިންމާލެވޭތޯ ބެ ގެ ބިލގުެ މަސައްކަތް ވީހާ ވެސްގތަނުން މނަީ ލޯންޑްރިން

މަނީ އެ ދެން އެހެނވްީމާ، މއިީ.  އިޝޫއެއްކަންވެސް އެނގޭ މއިީ ވަރަށް ސީރިއެސް  ނަށްންގަނޑުމެއަޅު

ތިބޭފުޅުންނާ އެކގީައި  އިރު ކުރގީއަި ވެސް އަޅުގަނޑުމެން ދެންނވެި ގޮތަށްފަށާ ޑްރިނގް ބިލގުެ މަސއަްކަތްލޯން

ކަށް ނަންއަޅުގަނޑުމެ ގއަިތރެޭ  ބަނދްު  ންކުރައްވާ މިއެކަމަކު ޔަޤީ މި މަސައްކަތް ބައްޓަންކޮށްލާނަން. ންއަޅުގަނޑުމެ

ނޑުމެންގެ ކެމްޕޭނުކަމެއް ނވުާނެ. އެކަމަށް އެންމެ ދވުަހެއް ދޫކޮށްމި  އެހެނވްީމާ...ހަލާކުވެގެންދާނެ.  ލިޔަސް އަޅުގަ

 

MMA Assistant Governor, Financial Stability Neeza Imad speaking: 

If you make excuse me, I will say something in Dhivehi to the chair. 

ންނާނީ ރިސެސްގައި ދަންނަވާލާފައި އި ވަރަށް ބޮޑަށް ޝުކުރިއްޔާ އިނގޭތޯ އަޅުގަނޑު އެބޭފުޅުންނަށް ވެސް

ނޑުމެންނަށް ލިބޭ ކޯޕަރޭޝަނޭފޯން ކޯލަކަށޭހަމަ  ތި ވަޑައިގަތީ ފައޭ ތިއްބވަާ  ފެނުނީ. . އޭގެން ވެސް އަޅުގަ

އޭޝއިާ ޕެސިފިކް ގްރޫޕްގެ  ރާއްޖެއަކީ އޭޝިއާ ޕެސިފިކް ގްރޫޕް، ވާލަންވެގެން.އަޅުގަނޑު ހަމަ ބްރީފއެް އަރު

ނޑުމެންބފޭުޅުނގްެ އަސްލގުއަި ވިޒިޓްގައި، މިފަހރަގުެ މި ވިޒިޓް މިމެންބަރއެް.  މި  ކުރެއްވީ، ކުރީ ފަހަރު އަޅގުަ



  

ދެން އެ މނަީ އޮތް ވާހަކަ.  ނގއަިނީ މނަީ ލޯންޑްރިނގް ބިލު މިތާކޮމިޓީއަށް އައިސް ދަންނަވާލާފއަި އިންނާ

ނޑުމެންނަށް ގގެލޯންޑްރިން ވަނަ އަހަރު ރއާްޖެ  1122 ހަދނަް މި މޖަބުޫރވުގެެން މި ދިޔއަީ ބިލު އަޅުގަ

އެއާ ވެފއަި އޮތީ. ދަށް ޖޭގެ ރޭޓިނގް ވަރަށްއެސެސްކުރިއިރު ރއާް. ގ ގޮތަށް ބަލާފައެސެސްކުރީ މަނީ ލޯންޑްރިން 

ފިޓްކުރަންވެގެން  ސްޓޭންޑެޑްސްތަކަށް އަޅުގަނޑުމެންއެ ތަކެއް ހުންނަނީ. ސްޑްގުޅިގެން އެބޭފުޅުނގްެ ސްޓޭންޑެ

ވނަަ  4ބިލު ހދަފާއަި މިހާރު މއިީ  އެބޭފުޅުން ދއެވްި ރެކޮމަންޑޭޝަނގްެ މަތިން އަޅުގަނޑުމެން މަނީ ލޯންޑްރިނގް

ދަންނވަަނީ މި ބޭފުޅނުް  ގޮސް މި މެންއަޅުގަނޑު އަހަރަކު ވެސް އަޅުގަނޑު މި ބޭފުޅުން އަހަރު. ދެން ކޮންމެ

ލަސްތަކެއް ވގެެން  ޖީން ވެސް ފުދޭވަރއެގްެ.މވަެސް، އޭއެހެންނަފާސވްާނއެޭ.  ވަރަށް އަވަހަށްއަރިހުގައި ބިލު 

އެ  ވާތީވެ ކޮންމެ ފަހަރަކު ވެސްޗަކީ ވަރަށް ޓެކްނިކަލް ބިލަކަށްޑުމެންނަށް އޭތި ނުވީ. ދެން އެ އެއް އަޅުގަނ

ނޑުމެން ގެންދިޔއަީ އަބަދު ވެސްޓެއް ވެދާނެތީ ވިއޭޑްސްތަކަށް ޑީޑަސްޓޭން  ގެ އެ ސްޓޭންޑެޑްތަކަށް އޭތީ  އަޅުގަ

ދެން އޭޝއިާ ޕެސިފިކް ގްރޫޕަކީ ވެޓްކުރަމުން. މި ބޭފުޅުންނއާި އއަި.އެމް.އެފުންނާ އޭތި  ފިޓްކުރަން

ދެން ލިޓީއަށް. ރގެ ސްޓެބިފއަިނޭންޝިއަލް ސެކްޓާ . އެބޭފުޅުން ބއަްލަވާނީ ނޭޝަނަލީ ރިކގޮްނައިޒް ގްރޫޕއެްރއިންޓަ

. އެ ސްޓޭންޑެޑްތަކަށް ހުރިހާ ރަށްރަށަކުން ވެސް މި ގެންގުޅުއްވަނީ އެބޭފުޅުން ގެންގުޅުއވްާ ސްޓޭންޑެޑްތއަް

ނޑުމެން. އެ ލިސްޓްއެބޭފުޅުން ލިސްޓްކުރައްވަނީ  ކޮމްޕްލއަި ނުކުރާ ކަމަށް ވަންޏާ އަޅުގަނޑުމެން ކުރއެވްީމަ އަޅުގަ

ނޑު ވގާޮތަކީމި ޑއަިރެކްޓް އިންވެސްޓްމްނަޓްތަކއާި އަޅުގަނޑުމެންގެ އެކައުންޓްތއަް ބޭރުގައި  މެންނަށް ފޮރިނގްއަޅުގަ

ދެން މި ބޭފުޅނުންކަީ އަޅުގަނޑުމެނގްެ ބިލު  ކުދި އިންދަރަންސް އަންނަނީ.ކުދި ތަކަށްކްޝަންސް ޓްރާންސެހުޅވުުމއާި 

ގޮތަށް މި  ދެން މިންގެ ހއަި ލެވަލް ޑެލިގޭޝަނެއް މއިީ. އެބޭފުޅުސްލުގައި އެތަނުން ފޮނއުވްި ޓީމއެް. ލަސވްގެެން އަ

ންނަށް އެހނެް . ކޮށްފއަި ދެން މި ބޭފުޅުލަސްކޮށްފިން ދެތިން ހަތރަު މަހަކަށްގަނޑުމެން ޑެލިގޭޝަން އަޅު

މި ތީ ދއެވްަންޖެހޭޖަވާބއެް ރއާްޖއެާ ބެހޭގޮތުން ކުރިން މި ބޭފުޅުން  ގެމީޓިނގްޝަނއެް ނެތގިެން މި ބޭފުޅުނގްެ އޮޕް

ސގްައި ތއިްބަވާފއަި ވެސް ރިސެ  އްޔާ އަސްލުގައި ތިބޭފުޅުންޝުކުރި  ވަރަށް ބޮޑަށްވަޑައގިެންނެވީ. އެހެނވްީމާ، 

ނޑަށް  ގެއަޅުގަނޑުމެން  ހަމަ ފޯނުކޯލއެގްެ ޒަރިއްޔއާިން ހަމަ ތި ވަޑައގިެންދެއވްާ އަޑުއއަްސަވާލަދެއްވީތީ އަޅުގަ

ޕަކަށް. ވަރަށް ބޮޑަށް ޝުކުރއިްޔާ. ދެން އަޅުގަނޑު ދަންނަވާލާނަން އެ ސްޓެ ވަނީ މި ވާނެހނެް ވަރަށް ޕޒޮިޓވިްހީ

ނޑުމެން މއިަދު މި  ބޭފުޅުނަން އެ ބޭފުޅުން ވިދާޅުވަން ބޭނުންފުޅވުާ އެއްޗއެް. ދެން އަނއެްހެން ބިލއެް ނޫން އަޅުގަ

ހޭގޮތުން އެ ބޭފުޅުން މއިދަު ރއާްޖެ ދާނެ ޙާލަތަކާ ބެ  އި ކުރަނީ. މގީެ ސަބަބުން ދިމވާެދާނެ ކަންތައްތަކާޑިސްކަސް 

ނޑުމެން ބިލގުެ ޓެކްނިކަލް އެކްސްޕަ ޓީސް ފަހުން ހމަަ ރވާހަކަދައްކވަާނީ. ދެން، މަނިކުފާނު ތި ވިދާޅވުިހެން އަޅުގަ

ނޑުމެން ކުރީ ދވުަހު ވެސް  ތި ބޭފުޅުނންާ އެކގީަ އިށީނދެގެން އަދވިެސް އިތުރަށް މުރާޖަޢާކުރާ ގޮތަށް ދެއްތޯ އަޅގުަ

ނޑު އެ ބޭފުޅުންނަށް އަރވުާނަން އިނގޭތޯ. ނިންމާލާފަ  އި އިނީ. އާދެ! އެހެނވްީމަ، އަޅުގަ

 



  

Co-chair of APG and Deputy Commissioner of Australian Federal Police Andrew 

Colvin speaking: 

Thank you Neeza, Chair to you and to your committee members first on behalf of my 

delegation’s thank you very much for making the time to see us this morning. We are 

very conscious that it was a short notice, that your parliament is in recess and that also 

you have an election in a little over a month. So you are further possibly elsewhere. We 

did however think that is very important that we had some time with you and your 

members. And I am sure, Neeza has just giving you a good run there on who we are and 

why we are here. But if for my just add few words and then I’ll pass to my colleagues 

as well. But mean while my introduction; my name is Andrew colvin N.E.C from my… 

I’m a member of the strain federal police but I’m also the permanent co-chair of the 

Asia Pacific Group on money laundering. Which is a regional bayest body you may 

have heard previously for the financial actions. Taskforce, we are a regional body that 

performs of a function very similar to the financial actions taskforce works for there 

member countries on the money laundering and can daring financial terrorism laws and 

legislations and their complaints. A Moosa joined by golden hook. He is the executive 

secretary of the Asia pacific group of the money laundering. And to my left to here is 

Mr. Harry Nappo. Harry is the assistant director of the Middle East financial 

intelligence unit. And harry is a very typically important person in this particular 

delegation because and Po has great experience with work and happen with the 

international community, if a country is not able to pass the necessary laws and make 

the standards that the international community expect in terms of anything money 

laundering, legislation. We thought it was important to speak directly to you and your 

committee. Because we understand that at the movement the bill that was read in the 

parliament at the end of last year is currently with your committee. And while we know 

that there is an election on the 21
st
 of March. We also understand that there will be a 

small window or perhaps 10 days where legislation can still pass when Parliament 

comes back from its recess. And from air prospective and from the I.P.G members 

prospective, we wanted to impress upon the committee if we could the importance of 

taking whatever steps necessary and possible to try and get there legislation through the  

parliament. The reason we say that is that we are concerned that should the legislation 

not pass then the I.P.J and the financial action task force will be left with little option 

but to tight certain matters that will be a negative for the meldoze. And the Harry will 

add exercise more about that. And I think it’s fair to say that we understand the 

challenges and we have worked very closely with your agencies and the M.M.I have 

been very corporative with us and have worked very closely with us on the issue forms. 

So we understand that the will is that do this. But of cause passage of the legislation is 

the critical factor that will be required. Passage of legislation alone is only one step. Of 



  

cause there is a requirement of agencies to be able to enact the legislation and take 

positive action under legislation and moreover here we are meeting a number of your 

agencies, the prosecutor general’s office, the police as well as M.M.A and the financial 

intelligence unit to talk to them about their capacity to take action under this legislation 

once it is passed. But the major focus of our interest at the moment  is to hear from 

yourselves and to talk to you about the consequences for the meldore should this 

legislation not passed the parliament and the international bodies feel compel to take 

certain action. I might leave at that because I know Neeza has probably giving you a 

very good run down and you are very aware and I know that you have met with the 

M.M.I on a number of occasions and you and your committee have met with members 

of the Asia pacific group on money laundering before. I think if you could take this 

high level visit by I.P.G members as soon aware concern and as a soon aware desire to 

see the meldore is not found itself in a position where international community is taking 

actions which we believe would be counter to the best interest of the meldores. I might 

leave you at that, certainly happy to take some questions, but what I would like to do 

first for is pass carry to you who can give a real example from the is Nepalese 

prospective of a what referral to what we called I.C.I.G process is what that can mean 

from international prospective. 

 

Financial Information Unit, Nepal Rastra Bank Hari Nepal speaking: 

Thank you chair and the parliament members. It’s our pleasure to meet you and this is a 

crucial issue and you may know that all the SAARC countries are member to Asia 

pacific group on money laundering. And there are 41 members right now. And the 

purpose of our visit here is to describe to discuss with you about the possible 

consequences if there are certain graphs in Maldivian legal systems. I am not going to 

other things. I would like to say what we did and what are the problems was Nepal 

faced. As a member of this delegation and as a neighboring country, the first thing is 

that if Maldives does not have a sound legal system to prevent money laundering and to 

risk financing, it as domestic as if just one thing. At the same time the international 

community might take it differently, the perception of international are global 

community might be different and it might have adverse impact in overall perception of 

the reputation of the country itself. That was our experience. And at the same time your 

reform agenda maybe economic, maybe financial, maybe other things might be 

hampered because that was our experience and because the international community 

may hesitate to negotiating in the reforms agenda as well as in the financial capacity 

willing agendas and particularly the financial sector that M.M.A is heading in might 

face some problems with foreign counter parts. Such kind of problems we may face if 

we are unable to in a pleasant time and this delegation is just to encourage you to see 



  

those perspectives to which you may not be aware of. But at the same time, if these 

laws are pass I think we sometime telling Nepal that if a good financial system is like 

having a hen that gives us golden egg. So that is very very beneficial to a country 

economically and financially and for the transparency and for the revenue and for the 

other things and for the stable financial system. So that is our experiences and by 

chance our unpleasant, I don’t think that happens here. But on personally if the bill is 

not enacted in time and if fallen under ICIC, then you have to allocate a lot of resources. 

For that more than you are doing right now to prior delegation to go abroad must many 

more times. And they will look after each and every word of your legislation. And try 

to conform for technically conform whether that in line with international standard or 

not. And it takes a long time and it’s a resource and time saves. And not financially 

resource and sanitary, human resource also you required. And such kind of problem you 

will face. And finally, we countries become oblige to do things as for the international 

standard. So it is better we do voluntarily with our own initiative that gives benefit, 

domestically as well as internationally. So that’s our, my experience. And if you have 

any questions later on we’ll discuss about that. Right now I would like to pass. 

 

Executive Secretary, APG Gordon Hook speaking: 

Thank you very much. I’m Gordon Hook from the APG secretariat and we are based in 

Sydney, Australia. But I’m not an Australian as you can probably tell from my actions. 

I’m a Canadian. First of all I want to say thank you very much for agreeing to meet with 

us and it’s an honor to meet you Mr. Chairman. And we know you have very busy 

schedule and we won’t waste a time unduly. I just want to underscore a couple of points. 

One of them is that the obligation for Maldives to implement A.M.L.C.F.T legislation 

in particular to enact the bill that you are currently considering. There is not an 

obligation that we are imposing on you. It’s an obligation that the Maldives undertook 

voluntarily when you join the APG in 2008. There was a condition of membership. 

There are 41 countries in the APG. They include every country in the Asia Pacific 

Region with the acceptation of North Korea and three tiny pacific states. Among those 

41 countries which Maldives is a member. You are the only country without a 

comprehensive A.M.L.C.F.T frame work. Every other country including pacific 

countries, large Asian countries, the united states in Canada, both of whom are 

members of the APG, Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and many 

others, all the others are all have comprehensive A.M.L.C.F.T laws. As I said Maldives 

is the only one after 5 years of membership in the APG and very active participation in 

the APG. And very active participation of the APG with Maldives this is the 5
th

 visit 

that we made most recently in December where my SAARC member met with you Mr. 

Chairman. And that’s a concern from many members of the APG. And the primary 



  

concern for that is not the very fact that you don’t have legislation. But the fact that 

with the absence of that legislation makes Maldives very vulnerable to money 

laundering and financing. We have discussions with other agencies so far. And we can 

see that there are some vulnerabilities. Many of which been identified the international 

monitory fund in a report that was prepared after a two week visit in the Maldives in 

2011. And since that visit and the report of that visit which continues a number of 

recommendations. It’s unfortunately that the Maldives has enacted implemented many 

those recommendations. However the Maldives has to be congratulated on the fact that 

there is a bill currently in parliament. Last year the APG at our annual meeting in July 

of last year and the entire membership took unanimous decision that the Maldives 

should be the subject of this high level visit to express concern priority the next annual 

meeting. That if the bill isn’t passed that shouldn’t consequences, which my colleague 

in the APG cultures of outlined might occurred. I can’t underscored to you Mr. 

Chairman the importance of those consequences. Many countries in the A.P.G region 

14 of them as of last year were subject to financial action task force review through 

which is called I.C.R.G as suppose Mr. Paul indicated. That’s the international 

corporation review group. They have which is called the black list. An account 

measures list. There are a lot of countries in that list at the moment. And there are very 

in categories on that list. And it doesn’t matter where you are on that list there is 

negative consequences too I think. I’ll just have line a couple when Thailand and 

Vietnam are placed on the gray list. That’s not even the black list of the F.I.T.A. There 

are consequences for citizens abroad being having a credit card transactions blocked. 

There were consequences for incoming wire transfers from European banks. Many of 

which were blocked. And there were consequences for international reputation. It 

would be our concern and the coaches express that the Maldives should not be to that 

negative consequences. At a very time were the Maldives working very hard to 

eliminate the public debt and to attract for the investment. Without the measures in 

place that are reflected in the current bill before the national security committee there 

may indeed be negative consequences to the attraction of foreign investment and to 

international reputation. As Mr. Colvin their coach I would like you have a small 

window of opportunity to enact that bill in March the F.A.T.Fs next meeting is in June 

in Russia and it may very well be they will look at the Maldives. I can indicate that the 

Maldives is already on a listed jurisdiction say are under consideration by the F.A.T.F 

and last year the two countries were up consideration by F.A.T.F the Maldives and papa 

new gini and the Maldives dogged the bullets so the speaker said the F.A.T.F look at 

P.N.G is an alternative. In June very well maybe that the financial action task force will 

take Maldives by self referral for a review as Mr.Nepal indicated if that review occurs 

that review can take up to three years. During which you in the Maldives will expense a 



  

huge amount of resources as you said to try to deal with the issues of the F.A.T.F. you 

can dodge that ball if you enact the legislation we would encourage you to do that. Now 

we do understand that the Maldives has a sweet of legislation alternative before the 

parliament relate to criminal procedure mutual legal systems criminal evidence there 

financial sector builds pending many of those bills are maybe viewed in the Maldives 

having higher priority. But I doubt that most of those bills would have the same 

consequences for fairly to enact before June that the A.M.L bill has. So on behalf of the 

A.P.G membership we would encourage you to look at the opportunities of using the 

small window and merge to an act that legislation. I want to be honest with you that 

there are some deficiencies in that legislation and those deficiencies have been noted by 

the A.P.G but the importance is to get the legislation in place and to deal with the 

deficiencies at a later date. If the deficiency, if the bill is enacted and the financial 

action task force takes a review of the Maldives they will look at not only if the failure 

to enact the bill but pressure the Maldives defects the deficiencies before the bill is 

enacted which would consume further time in this committee the further time in the 

Maldives parliament operates the 3 years to get off of at F.A.T.F monitoring. You have 

a review coming up again you had yours in 2011 but there is another one in 2017. The 

last thing you would like to do is with the greatest respect is to consume the huge 

amount of resources to deal with the F.A.T.F when you should spend those resources if 

I can suggest that dealing with you next preview and the legislation you to do, you 

know to recommend to a club better complains with the new standards that have 

changed last year. So those are the comments I wanted to make. And we certainly 

prepared this coaches said to take any questions from you.  

 

Chairman speaking: 

Thank you very much and I want to say something about. We all know that this is a 

serious issue that we have already have met with the Monitory Authority. And I feel 

sorry to say this but I have to I think as a politician also either a Member of the 

Parliament I have to say the truth. You know the government is formed by a coalition. 

And in this coalition sometimes they may not like or they like. They are always looking 

for that. Recently we are in the recess they want to increase the finance and they want 

to increase the taxes and they want to make money for the government. For the recess 

time they call their members to come. Because we are, I am opposition. I am a leader of 

an opposition. And they have the clear majority. I think honorable Azee from them. I 

am ready to do that even. We need only 24 hours to make this bill finish because we are 

not the qualified I mean the people to make this. But that bill the Monitory Authority 

has made it very clearly. So we only have to discuss a little and we can pass and send. 

You please excuse me please do go and ask the government side to help to have an 



  

another serious session in the parliament or we can give the report on I mean in this 

recess time and they can take seriously so we can be, we can table this bill on 1
st
 of 

March or first week of March. It’s a simple thing. But I am telling you but whenever we 

complete the bill we send that sometimes in this coalition they have a strong the 

Maldivian some of the business people there involving that. May be they use some 

purpose they need to have this I mean the open windows to have money laundering bill 

they don’t requires. So this bill they will not go in to pass this bill. So it comes back. 

For an example I am telling you last two years we tried fourth times to have a criminal I 

mean sorry prison and parole bill. Four times we complete and send it. That our 

member of parliamentarian went to Australian prisons and Singapore, Malaysia and 

Thailand and Sri Lanka all this we get the information and we made a good bill, very 

good bill. We don’t have any legislative power in this prison. We have lot of crimes and 

criminal things going on this small country. At fourth time the president send me back. 

Last year president Yamin came and we again we send back. And ok it’s go through. 

But look penal code what happen. When the penal code comes there sometimes 

Adhaalath party don’t like what they want may be something some issues they have. So 

Adhaalath party they don’t want to pass this and again the president will not going to 

sign the bill. Not pass. Issue is like this. Today we are sitting here and we know that on 

the 22
nd

 of March our election is going on. Today whole the commission of election is 

coming; they are taking to Supreme Court. I hope that you should understand this. Not 

only one and now I mean the out of I mean what we say that with the no point of say 

anything to this cause. They said ok any time we can bring the people we can give the 

sentence and we do whatever we want. Supreme Court is that strong. This Supreme 

Court made lot of things doing that. I mean we can finish the bill easy things. But you 

may take the guarantee from the government side. I mean, for as an opposition for us is 

no problem. This is a responsible of the government. This is a responsible of the 

government and the parliament. The majority of the parliament is the current 

government. If they want do this it is a simple thing. In this committee, I hope that you 

can get the guarantee from the government and ask the government party the member’s 

to come and sit here. I’m ready. I don’t want have my campaign and everything. I want 

to finish this bill and I can send it. I can give you that guarantee. Excellencies, I have 

taken very seriously what you are saying. Because, of our country what you are saying. 

All we take very serious issues. And I think we don’t have any much discuss. We have 

to think about the seriousness of these bills and these kinds of bills. But I’m telling you 

this is a situation here. Anything the politically they have an advantage they will do this. 

If there is no advantage for them is; sometimes Qasim or somebody may not like. 

Because, they have some money laundering issues maybe I don’t know. I’m not going 

say this. But, this is not a to political party e to talk this. But I’m telling you this is the 



  

reality of the situation here in this parliament. We, M.D.P we have only thirty one out 

of seventy seven, we are minority. I’m the chair of this committee, and the M.D.P. If 

government wants to do this please I hope that you’ll go and meet the finance minister 

or the president, give this serious issue that I’m ready to do this. I’m not going to hold 

this. I hope any of P.P.M members or this is our M.D.P member, any of I’m not looking 

as a party. I think you all give a; we can say a vote you that we are ready to do the bill. I 

hope Mr. Azee will say something. 

 

Maavashu constituency memberAbdul Azzez Jamaal Aboobakur speaking: 

Thank you very much. I also must say something about this. I think my opinion is there 

is no any political view to delay this bill. As we have a long list of bills in the 

committees un-purposely it is delayed. So there is no political will because, this is a 

beneficial for the nation. So I’m assure that I will concentrate this from now and I will 

try my best to past the bill by the committee. And I advised Mr. Chairman to take a 

small sub-committee from our committee and with the discuss of M.M.A we can 

finalize this when the next session starts on 1
st
 of March. As soon as the second session 

starts we can send to the floor and we can pass it. So, we are willing to do this. I think it 

is our obligation to pass this bill for the nation, for the sake of the nation. So, there is no 

any will to delay this purposely. I have guarantee of that. 

 

Co-chair of APG and Deputy Commissioner of Australian Federal Police Andrew 

Colvin speaking: 

Chair, for my and your committee member thank you very much. And firstly can I say 

chairman thank you for your honestly and we around are no illusions about the 

challenge and we understand fully that is not for the committee to pass legislation. I 

think in many ways what you have said gives us a lot of comfort that you’re 

understanding importance of the bill and you understand the importance to the matters. 

What we are hoping to do is to raise that awareness to the extent that we can speak to 

members of the government. We will we may yesterday with minister of finance will 

meet this afternoon with attorney general. So, we would be able to raise awareness and 

impressive point that everybody that we speak to the importance of passage of this bill. 

We thought it was important as we knew the bill was with the committee to speak to 

you. And as you say if the committee is more in to get the bill to a state that can be re 

introduced when parliament comes back from the recess. Then I think we will be very 

pleased and of cause there is a matter for the parliament to dissolve whether it is passed. 

But we welcome your comments most differently it is a matter for the committee how 

you would like to do that but certainly if there is anything that I.P.J can do to assist 

certainly the M.M.I, a very well worst in this bill is you would expect and certainly 



  

understand significant of the legislation but we would stand behind the M.M.I and 

support them as well if there is anything more that can be done.  

 

Chairman speaking: 

Thank you very much. I think in future we will discuss with our committee according 

one time to come with the committee and as far our honorable members said like we 

have to have a sub-committee to complete the works with incoming 15 two weeks time. 

And we are the committee that who has all this kind of criminal procedures and so 

many things we are doing and we also very seriously looking to this kind of with very 

thing related money. And the drug issues are very high here. Crime rate is very high 

and very of these things I hope that you here this is the second time we have take for 

our parliamentarians the first member our honorable member has already passed away. 

But the second one he tried to, I mean still he is I.C.U in Sri Lanka things like that. 

They are attacking to our parliamentarians not only that. And crime rate is very high 

and I think it related so many things. We actually don’t know this is not only political 

things. I don’t mean to say that this is a political thing. But I suspect that there may be 

some how do you call that; some of this serious issues are going on. I mean the drugs 

and kind of algaidha difficult to say that. But I think it’s very serious thing to hear that. 

There are, I mean some people who are doing lot of things. Every this kind of things 

related with the money. And up to now this government we have been requesting lot of 

time to, I mean the money I mean the dollars and other foreign currency’s to control. 

There is no system even monetary authority is doing that there are very happy to stay 

talk with us. But anybody can buy any currency anybody can sell any currency and 

country like this; this will become dangerous place in the Maldives. And other people 

who are fighting with the politics, we all are with that very seriously looking who is 

going to win, who is going to lose and this political fighting going on. Some our U.Ts 

getting bad, they are getting drug addict lot of things has happen in this country. So we 

want have international support to do this. Not only pass the legislative, but strongly 

want to say this international community to look after what is going on this county. And 

what will happen for our economy. And nobody believes that in this country now it’s a 

safe place to invest here. If we don’t get the investment this will be a big problem again 

if you take serious action any of international forum this is going to be a big problem 

like disaster for our country. And as you know that we don’t have investment bank here 

people are not getting a lot of high interest rate people to finance from the commercial 

banks and they are developing the resorts. Our average selling rate is higher than entire 

region. Maldives is very high destination. But we want have a middle market as tourism 

I mean. But this kind of lot of things has happened in this country. We also very much 

concern about this. I am giving you 100% my full time to complete this. I am very 



  

happy Honorable Aziz said that he will support us. So no need only three of us we can 

pass this bill. And I believe that. How is your campaign going? Good. I believe this.  

 

Maavashu constituency memberAbdul Azzez Jamaal Aboobakur speaking: 

Any time I am willing to participate in the committee. And I will give my best.  

 

Chairperson speaking: 

Thank you very much. We are political friends. Thank you very much once again.  

 

Co-chair of APG and Deputy Commissioner of Australian Federal Police Andrew 

Colvin speaking: 

Chair for my in closing you told me this is precious or no. Thank you again for your 

time and your honorable member’s time. Of course we have talked you today about the 

constituencies of Maldives not being seen to have a frame work. But I think you have 

touched on a very important point. And that is around the real consequences for 

murders around crime. Nobody wishes for the murders to be seen as an attractive 

occasion for organized crime. Nobody wishes for the murderers to be a weak link in a 

chain where I was thinks they can exploit their weakness and they are the real 

consequences for the Maldivian’s across this country.  So we share that concern on very 

pleased and with the comments that you have made it’s a very encouraging for asking 

the delegation, the main delegation. And we will make sure that in our report we reflect 

that. We will need to go back to the membership and advice them of the progress and 

we will look on with much interest in March that the bill can make through the 

parliament. That is wonderful.  

 

APG Delegation speaking: 

Thank you chair for your honesty responds that you are very much; you people are very 

much worried about the situation. And I would like to control them. And my experience, 

our experience that A.M.L city of bill might be a very very good and strong instrument 

to come back those kind of elements that you have facing as problem. May be the 

druggist, may be the terrorist, may be other corruptions like other things that it in a 

sense that it creates a kind of terror within those people. Not with those people who 

want have a success sound system in a place? That’s our experience show if the bill is 

enacted as soon as possible not only international for the domestic purpose also it 

becomes very very useful. You can fight very easily will have a system in place to 

control those kind of things. And you are right. I would like to share one experience. 

She was also with in Nepal while Nepal was being evaluated for a safety system. And 

one of the very good bank, what is said that; I think she over the bank. He raises the 



  

point that if Nepal is black listed what you are going to do. That was asked to that 

international bank. And the guy very readily said will return back to home country. So 

that kind of see consequences it might bring tomorrow if we did not think today. But I 

don’t think that situation will come. Because you people are quite serious, and it 

hamper that as you say an investment packages that you are developing in banking 

systems as well as assistance foreign government. But at a same time, what we did in 

Nepal is that we all beat whether it is opposition or whether it is government we will 

beat for each and every sector of the society including the media, including the 

president. So finally you became successful to come out of that sure that experience 

might be some accident helpful to you. 

 

MMA Assistant Governor, Financial Stability Neeza Imad speaking: 

Thank you chair and thank you members. Thank you very much for your concern and 

your concentrations to the benefit of the country and A.P.G’s here actually for our 

benefit. Not for their concern on the economy of Maldives. Actually they are; they 

wanted to help us for last four years. And it is time that I’m very sure that they will be 

assured that we have our wills and commitments from parliamentarians at least. So 

parliamentarians are the highest authority who can actually pass the legislations. So that 

assurance I’m very sure that the delegation would have got by now because we see the 

will and the concern of the parliamentarians. Thank you so much for that. 

 

Maavashu constituency memberAbdul Azzez Jamaal Aboobakur speaking: 

Thank you very much. I think there is no issue to delay the will anymore. Because as 

we are not specialists in this economical affairs only attorney general and the M.M.A 

agree for the bill than we can very easily pass it because they are the stake holders to 

concern run this issue. So if both parties, I mean attorney generals and M.M.A agree to 

the draft bill and we can simply pass it within a few days. I guarantee it. 

_____________________ 

 

 

 

 

  


